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Rollins College Entertainment

The management of Chase Hotel
would appreciate patrons' kindly
leaving to the janitor matters reDec. 8 and 9—Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre.
lating to heating the building. If,
Dec. 13—Christmas Service. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
after a hard night's work at HarpJan. 3—Adult Education Program begins.
er's, the residents feel the need for
Dr. Thomas Chalmers' Lectures
Mondays at 11:00 a. m.
additional heat, they should not
Dr. Evelyn Newman's Lectures
Mondays at 4:00 p. m.
think that they must take matters
Dr. Helen Cole's Lectures
Tuesdays at 4:00 p. m.
-11, Integrated Courses In Science, into their own hands, as was recentDr. John Martin's Lectures
Thursday a t 11:00 a. m.
ly
done.
Hl' Humanities and Human AfJan. 12 and 13—Annie Russell Company play. Annie Russell
There were reasons for installing
1*1 fairs Offered
Theatre.
heat in the halls rather than in
Jan. 16—Symphony Orchestra Concert. High School Audiindividual rooms; anyway, wastetorium.
baskets full of paper don't make
Jan. 25, 26, 27—Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre.
very satisfactory radiators. If the
Feb. 2 or 3—Annie Russell Series. Annie Russell Theatre.
pyromaniac in room 218 will kindFeb. 9 and 10—^Annie Russell Company play. Annie Russell
ly desist, the health and happiness
Theatre.
• Rollins College has taken an of all will be greatly benefitted,
Feb. 16—Annie Russell Series. Annie Russell Theatre.
' other step forward in her progres(signed) The Chase Hotel
Feb. 20—Symphony Orchestra Concert. High School Audi, sive career with the inauguratior
Protective Ass'n.
torium.
^' of a new Lower Division program
Feb. 22, 23, 24—Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre.
' ' this Fall. The Faculty Committee
Feb.
21—Spanish Institute of Florida.
' on Educational Survey last spring
Feb. 23—Irving Bacheller Essay Contest.
^ enlarged upon the Confeernce MethFeb. 24—Alumni Day.
od by supplementing certain reFeb. 25—Rollins Animated Magazine. College Campus.
*' quired integrated courses with the
Feb. 26—Founders Day Convocation.
purpose of giving to the student an Rev. John Hanger To Speak
Feb. 29 and Mar. 1—Bach Festival. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
even more active education thai
At Chapel Next Sunday
Mar. 2—Florida Audubon Society. Annual Meeting.
'he has previously been afforded.
Mar.
8—Annie Russell Series. Annie Russell Theatre.
'^ A number of colleges are now
Last Sunday Mr. George C. Holt,
' ' adopting similar broadening pro- the Director of Admissions, gave
Mar. 12—Symphony Orchestra Concert. High School Auditor** grams. The University of Florida, the sermon in the Knowles Mem
^ for instance, initiated a new inte- al Chapel. He spoke on the wa
Mar. 28, 29, 30—State Interscholastic Music Festival.
grated course of study known as Europe and the stand which the
Apr. 2—Symphony Orchestra Concert. High School Auditorium.
* "General College" three years ago. United States should take in relaApr. 5 and 6™RolIins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre.
* The following year the Florida tion to it. At present, he fee^s,
Apr.
19—Gypsy Fiesta. Rollins Campus.
there
is
a
widespread
conviction
* State College for Women did likeApr. 20—Annual Cervantes Celebration.
""•^ wise. While these courses were and hope that the United States
May 31 and June 1—Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell
'^' not popular with the students at will manage to stay out of the war
Theatre.
' first, they are now generally ac- this time. The three main issues,
according to Mr. Holt, are political,
' cepted with little" dissatisfaction.
economic,
and
emotional.
'' Rollins has further perfected the
plan by stressing the importance
Democracy automatically goes
'" of actually relating the fields of out the window when war comes
knowledge, to each other and to the in. This time, after the war the
'* individual, believing that social de- return to democracy will be even
Various Department
Heads
velopment comes only through in- more difficult. He feels that the
Introduced B y Editor
entrance of the United States into
' dividual development.
* In formulating the new courses, the war is too great a peril to its
Last Thursday night, at 7:30, a
the Committee decided that the democracy. He pointed out that
type of activity most valuable is that result may mean a complete meeting of the Sandspur Staff and Committee Chairmen Explain
* that which involves clear and con- breakdown of our economic system. Reporters was held in the Sandspur
Activities to Prospects Who
^ cise thinking of broad scope. Such
He concluded by asking "Is this Office. The purpose of tbe meetChose Own Fields
'* thinking should result in, (a) the war of hatred worthwhile going in- ng was to introduce the editorial
^- ability to see the relationships of to?" and answered his question taff and to lay down a working
all fields of knowledge, and (b) the with an emphatic "no"! This time policy.
A meeting of the Chapel Staff
John Buckwalter, the editor, in"" production in the student of an in- we should keep out of the war by
was held Wednesday evening in
' ternal intellectual and emotional isolating ourselves. No real peace, troduced: Janet Jones, Feature Edsmall
Francis
Chapel of the
^' integration and poise. Aiming at Mr. Holt believes, can be attained itor; Ted Pitman and Jeff Kennedy,
Sports Editors; Dejay Shriner, Knowles Memorial Chapel. The
( producing students capable of such in this world by making war.
duties
and
responsibilities
of thi
' thought, the new Integrated Flan
The Chapel Choir sang Bach's News Editor; Norine Farr, Copy
different committees were outlined
* is designed carefully to give Lower "The Searcher of Hearts," Fugue Editor. They are the members
for
the
new
students
by
leader
the
Editorial
Staff.
Division students a well balanced and Chorale from the motet, "The
Quoting Mr. Buckwalter, better their respective groups, after which
" understanding of the nature of the Spirit Also Helpeth Us." The stuphysical world and also an inte- dent readings were given by Ever- known as Bucky, "So far the first the students were given an opporgrated understanding of the social ett Farnsworth, Caroline Sandlin, three copies of the Sandspur have tunity to join the group of their
Donald Miller, and Marita Stueve,
1 quite good, but there is al- choice.
world.
ways room for improvement."
The new plan, completely elec- '38.
Matt Ely, presiding over thi
* tive, introduces three new Lower
The Rev. John Hanger, pastor of With improvement in mind, the meeting, first introduced Dean
Division courses, one in science, one the Winter Park Methodist Church, editor proceeded to state the policy. Nance, who spoke of the Student
speak at the Morning Medita- 'All assignments must be in not Speaker's Group. This new organin human affairs, and one in humanities. These courses are based tion next Sunday. The subject of later than nine on Sunday night, ization, with Aldine Baker as chairsermon will be "The Belshazzar and if this is not possible, the editor man, will work in co-operation with
on the idea that the student should
must be informed immediately."
of History."
be able to correlate facts ov(
the Speech Department and Prowide field of knowledge. Students
fessor Honaas sending speakers
choosing the science course will
and readers, supported by the choir,
I take a full year's work in the field
all over Florida to hold services in
of astronomy, geology, physics,
many of the 200 churches of the
I chemistry, and biology.
state.
'
Students interested in the huDick Kelly spoke for the ProBy BOOGIE WOOGIE
man affairs and humanities courses
d the campus one from Albania to Uruguay, Den- gram Committee. Their duties inWalking ;
will be able to choose either on
clude
reading for chapel services
mark
to
Madagascar.
The
lane
upon
two
people
afternoon, I
(Continued on page 4)
excitedly engrossed in one anoth- guage is being encouraged by inter- and preparing regular and special
er's conversation. As I started to national organizations, the League services for Christmas and Thankspass by, I heard some intonations of Nations, business concerns, and giving. The opportunity is affordthat sounded suspiciously like two the like. It is already being taught ed students to write their own litLucky Strike auctioneers; yet, fail- in the schools of over forty coun- anies to be read in chapel services.
The Publicity Committee was
ing to notice any tobacco plugs, I tries.
Scenes Will Be Presented stopped to query.
But, I suppose you still want to represented by Jack Buckwalter.
November 4, In Theatre
Curiosity always did get the best know why you should learn this They take care of all announceof me, so I just had to muster language. Primarily, it is very ments of services. The work is
The Freshman Players held their enough courage to ask in a small easily learned. There are only a done individually and members are
second meeting of the year in the voice if they could understand each few hundred international root notified when they are nneded.
Irving Felder, representing the
laboratory Theatre, Tuesday ev- other. No doubt they could cheer- words, and only sixteen simple
ening at seven-thirty. Under the fully have eradicated me like some grammar rules. Perhaps the most ushers, spoke of their part in helping
the service run smoothly, greetsmall
roach,
but
instead
they
politeoutstanding
reason
for
interest
and
supervision of Professor Donald
Allen, Howard Bailey, and Jack ly and enthusiastically gave me participation in this language is in ing Chapel visitors, and acting in
Buckwalter, the group has been di- some information, which, because its international significance. Wide- any emergency.
The International Relations Club
vided into several sub-groups of of its extensive possibility, I pass spread adaptation of a neutral
language can serve as a means to was represented by Jean Densmore.
five in number. Each of these sub- with equal enthusiasm on to you.
It seems they were conversing greater understanding between na- The Club's aim is to further friendgroups were then assigned to one
of the following student directors: in Esperanto. You never heard of tions. Your support of the Esper- ly feeling and understanding among
anto Movement may mean the so- the peoples of the world. This is
Gaynor Davis, Jack Buckwalter, it? I'm informed, so stand by.
Esperanto is the fifty-year-old lution to future international com- done by association with well-inVirginia Kingsbury, Robin Rae,
and Alice Elliott, and they, in turn, flexible International Language. It prehension and world peace. That's formed, prominent speakers who
a lot to think about and something visit the meetings.
are choosing scenes from plays in was designed to be easily learned,
useful to stand for. Well — I think
Sue Terry, representing the Inwhich they wish to direct their to create a second neutral language
ter-racial Club spoke of its work on
for everyone, and to bridge the gap so, anyway!
groups.
Before I left the company of the projects to better the conditions of
Members of the Freshman Play- of linguistic barriers. Every college
ers who will act in these scenes student must surely realize that two Esperantists I asked them to the negroes.
The Social Service Committee
are: Doug Bills, Charlotte Chap- having a working knowledge of say something slowly for me, to see
man, Patsy Clark, Peggy Conklin, German and French does not solve if I could possibly understand them. was represented by M. A. MarJames Dean, James Gunn, Paul the problem of being able to com- Imagine my amazement when I tin. This organization helps those
Haley, Flora Harris, Phillipa Her- municate in Dutch, Spanish, Italian, found it was easily comprehensible. who receive no aid from the other
civic welfare organizations and is
man, Blanche Johnson,
Betty Japanese ( or other foreign lan- I quote a sample. What do you
active in every phase of social serguages.) If Esperanto should be- think of it?
Lamb, Rod MacArthur, Alden Mancome the common language, think
"Inteligenta persono lernas la
chester, Jane McGrath, L. V. Moore
of the misunderstandings between lingvon rapide kaj facile. EsperMimi Graves, retiring chairman
Jr., Gertrude Musselwhite, Alice
nations that could be broken down! anto estas la moderna, kultura lin- of the Flower Committee, asked for
Newcomer, Jim Niver, Jane Ann
You see, I'm a convert I can't help gvo de la tuta mondo. Simpla, flex some volunteers to carry on the imSholley, Eugenie Van De Water,
Bud Waddell and Ed Waite.
myself when I think of its possi- ^^^^^^ praktika solvo de la prob- portant work of keeping! fresh
white flowers on the Chapel altar.
These scenes will be presented bihties.
, . ,
J lemo de intemacia kompreno. EsMatt Ely announced that the
November 4, in the Laboratory
Of course, Esperanto is already
Theati-e, as the first project of the internationally established. An Es- P^^anto meritas vian senozan kon- Prison Committee had been discontinued this year.
year for the Freshman Players.
perantist can obtain friendly aid sideron." Phew!

Events

*^ Different Fields Of
,"' Knowledge Correlated

Holt Speaks on War
In Relation to U. S.

Sandspur Staff Meets;
Working Policy Stated

Chapel Staff Meets
To Outline Duties
For Coming Year

I

Esperantists Mystify, Explain, and Convert;
International Language Could Solve Problems

Freshman Players Are
Assigned to Directors

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Phillips Named
Local Agent for
Eastern Air Lines

Betty Phillips

Rollins Student Has Wide
Experience in Solo Flying;
Wins All-State Trophy
Betty Phillips, Sophomore from
Orlando, has again been appointed student agent at Rollins for
Eastern Air Lines, it was announced here this week by D. A.
O'Connor, Southern Division Traffic Manager of the airline.
Miss Phillips' connection with
aviation began five years ago
when she started studying aviation and flying with Charles Griiffith at the Orlando airport, where
she made her first solo flight at the
age of 15. She is organizer and
past President of the Orlando Girl's
Aviation Club and a member of the
Florida State Aviation. She has
been presented the Bernarr McFadden trophy offered to the woman
in Florida who had contributed
more than any other to the progress of aviation. The selection of
Miss Phillips for this honor was
made from among a field of 26 representative women of the state.
Through her long connection with
aviation before entering Rollins
and by handling information and
reservation requests at Rollins last
year, she is well equipped to take
care of booking, plan itineraries
and handle reservations for Eastern Air Lines and other domestic
and foreign air routes including
Pan American Airways.
"The increasing popularity of
air travel requires that the student
agent be thoroughly qualified to
handle any complexity of th:
dern mode of transportation
O'Connor announced, "and the fact
that Miss Phillips is eminently
qualified is attested in a recent isof Eastern Air Lines' publication 'The Great Silver Fleet News',
which stated in a full page story
that she had already earned a reputation as one of the best 'salesmen' serving the Great Silver Fleet.
Her picture was shown with that
of a group of 14 Rollins students
boarding an Eastern Air Lines
Douglas airliner called the 'Rollins
College Christmas Special,."
Eastern Air Lines serves 42 cities directly, and through the coordinated schedules of 21 major airlines in the United States it puts
Rollins students within reach of
85% of the nation's population in
7 hours or less flying time. Frequent schedules both north and
south are operated daily through
Orlando Airport.
Miss Phillips can be reached at
the information desk at Carnegie
Hall between classes and at 4 P. M.
daily, or other times by appointment.

Team Comes Out
On Short End
In Miami Game
Injury-riddle Tars Put Up
Hard
Struggle
Against
Over-rated Hurricanes

Bad Breaks Haunt
Boys From Rollins

Speech Department
Prepares For Hard
Winter of Oratory
National Debate and Radio
Broadcasts Will Keep Student Speakers Busy
he Rollins College Oratorical
Association, sponsored by the local
chapter of the Pi Kappa Delta, hony speech fraternity, holds
meetings every Tuesday night at
n-thirty. These meetings are
open to all students interested
speech activities.
The primary purposes of these
meetings are to give students prac^
tical experience in extemporaneous
speaking, oratory, radio and stage
dramatics, readings, round-table
discussions and radio announcing
and debating. Students who wish
to represent Rollins in the various
speech contests to be held during
the year; or who wish to take part
in the weekly series of Rollins
College radio programs, are especially urged to attend.
This year promises to be a busy
one for the speech department.
Work has already begun on the
1940 Pi Kappa Delta debate question, looking toward the National
Speech Tournament to be held in
Kentucky this year. Correspondence has begun with Yale, Dartmouth, and Oxford, England, to arrange a debate schedule.
Rollins is very fortunate this
year in having radio station WDBO
broadcast the Sunday morning
chapel services, in addition to the
"Rollins College on the Air" halfhour every Monday night beginning
in November. These latter programs will emanate from the Annie Russell Theatre by means of remote control.
The activities are under the capable supervision of Dr. Harry A.
Pierce, professor and head of the
Rollins Speech Department.

By CHARLES ARNOLD
The University of Miami's highly
touted football Hurricane, lost in a
fog most of the time, floundered
to two touchdowns and a very unimpressive 14-6 victory over tbe
crippled Rollins Tars Friday night
at the Rodney Burdine Stadium in
Miami.
Playing before a near capacity
crowd of 20,000 rabid football fans,
the doughty Tars, riddled by injuries, but putting up the fight of
their lives, fought the highly favored Miami eleven right off their
feet before succumbing to the
Magic City institution's superior
man power.
Had Sammy Hardman, the Tars'
sensational little "scooter" back,
and Clyde "Andy" Jones, their
equally efficient spinner back, been
able to play, the results would have
been different and the chances are
that the Tars would have come out
on the long end of the score. As it
was, the boys from Rollins fought
against the breaks, superior man
power, and the injury jinx to fully
extend Miami and come within a
"hair's breadth" of upsetting the
dope and defeating the highly favored Miamians. The Tars, in the
closing minutes of the final period,
came within a few disputable inches
of registering a second touchdown,
as they whipped up a hurricane of
their own, only to have the play
called back, as the officials ruled
that Lingerfelt, Rollins spectacular
end, who had leaped high in the
air in the end zone to snare Bob
Davis' pass, landed out of bounds.
The tall Rollins end made contact
with the ball in mid-air and it was
a question of whether he had control of the leather or not before he
went sailing out of bounds. In the
opinion of the writer and several
others who were in position to see
the play perfectly, the touchdown
was over; however, the officials
didn't agree, and the play was
called back.
Luckily, the Miamians were able
to get together for two touchdown
marches, one of 41 yards in the
first quarter and another that covered 67 yards in the third period;
otherwise, it would have been just
too bad for the Hurricanes, as they
had other scoring chances but
couldn't do anything with them.
Once in the first quarter Kichefske
recovered Joe Justice's fumb'e on
the Rollins nine yard line and the
Miamians couldn't push the leather
over, as the Rollins forward line
refused to budge.

Campers Stalk And Completely Annihilate
Lost Tribe of Old Beer Cans Inhabiting Island
Preferring the Florida swampland to Miami a party of Rollinsites spent the week-end at the college camp on Shell Island. The
group consisting of Dick Yard,
Rudy Tock, Dejay Shriner, Dr. Gilbert Moos and Fleet Peeples left
campus Saturday at two o'clock
loaded with food, blankets, rifles
and ammunition. Arriving at Wekiwa after transferring their equipment to two canoes and a motor
boat, they headed down stream. At
the camp they found the dock in
very bad condition because of the
rotting of the underpinnings but
they managed to make a landing.
The rest of the day was spent
stalking and annihilating the tribe
of Old Beer Cans inhabiting the
island. After dark the party went
out to explore the streams which
wind through the jungle. As usual
Fleet contrived to lose himself and
everyone else in the middle of an
endless, dreary swamp, lighted only
by what little moonlight could filter through the thick clouds, and
thicker foliage overhead, and full
of creeping sounds and weird
splashes. Soon the canoe containing Dr. Moos and n e e t disappeared
in the darkness and though the students in the remaining boat
strained anxious ears, not a whisper of voices, nor the sound of a
paddle could be heard.
Picking the direction in which

the vanished canoe had gone, Dick,
Rudy and Dejay briskly paddled
after it, ducking low hanging
branches and tarantulas, and nudging sleeping alligators aside. Suddenly he in the stern threw up his
gun with a cry of "I saw some
gleaming eyes out thar", but he
in the bow, with a cautious "wait"
paddled slowly, very slowly toward
the designated spot. Just as suddenly, out of the shadows loomed
a canoe, and the bright spots revealed themselves as "ROLLINS 3"
on the stern. Seated two inches
above this fatal spot was Fleet. Reunited once more the party wandered around in the swamp for a
while longer when Mr. Peeples miraculously discovered a way home.
Sunday morning, following a
breakfast of bacon and eggs, pancakes, grapefruit, apples, and cookies, Mr. Shriner did a German lesson or two, with everyone else present joining in the fun.
The hour or so before dinner was
devoted to rounding up any stray
Beer Cans that had escaped the
massacre of the preceding day, and
picking them off one by one, with
all available rifles and pistols.
Dinner over, our heroes reloaded
their boats, and sped up river leaving behind them a bloody shambles
of cylindrical bodies and lead shattered trees, and carrying with them
the memory of two enjoyable days.

Rollins got busy with its tricky
offense early in the second period
and traveled 70 yards in seven
plays for a touchdown. A spectacular play. Buck Johnson to Lingerfelt to Justice moved the pigskin 31 yards, and a moment later
Wildwood's Bill Daugherty "trucked" 28 more yards around end. After an off-side penalty against Miami had moved the ball to the 5
yard line, Justice flipped a running
pass to Daugherty in the end zone
for the score. Justice, holding for
conversion try, was smothered
(Continued on page 4)

New Secret Society
Rears Its Ug-ly Head
Anti-Iconoclastics Strive For
Magnitudinal Ideals
Rollins College is proud to announce the birth of a new secret
club whose name we are not at liberty to divulge due to its mysterious nature. This club was formed
with high standards in mind, which
can not be made known, by four
idealistic students whose names can
not be printed for obvious reasons.
Membership is limited to four.
The Club will meet on certain
dates which will not be disclosed, at
certain places known only to the
members. All those interested,
please apply.
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THE SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives east and tke other drives li'est
With the self.same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales,
Which tells us Ihe •way they go."

Member

Plssocided Golle6iate Press
Distribuior of

Take a letter, please . . . .
Dear studes and other Rollinspeople. On the contrary, I know
THE NEMESIS OF
slackers . . . pardon the informalsome noble souls who have become
NEUTRAUTY
ity of this note, but what with all
passive because they have lost on
the gum beating . . , footballaudby Dr. E . C. NANCE
some of their investments of heart
ing . . . concert hearing (or were
we hearing things again?) . . .
National Advertising Service, Inc.
This has no bearing on either and money in humanitarian causes.
College Publishers Representative
and rain dodging . . . we have what
side of the question concerning our They have observed and some4 2 0 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
is commonly known as a mental
attitude toward the belligerents times supported civic betterment
toothache, and an after-gamein Europe, But it is about another projects that r a n into a dead-end
United States $1.50 i
I {12weeks), $2.50 hang-over!
form of neutrality which we dis- street and never came out. They
c $3.00 for the full college year.
cover in t h a t larger conflict of responded to their minister's misDid you know, peepul, that a
ideals that, from generation to gen- sionary appeals for China. Their
Entered as second class matt
November 24, 1925, at the post office i
blonde member of our Rollins famFlorida, under the act of March J
eration, goes on and on in the money built colleges and hospitals
bly, and a new addition at that did
hearts of young and old in every in that country, and their so-called
a little print crashing last Friday
EDITORIAL STAFF
nation of the world.
Christian country sold plane moin the Sentinel-Star ? . . . Alma
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Ea
Vandervelt, diving daisy from up
I am sympathetically interested tors, fuel, and scrap iron to Japan
JEFFERSON K E N N E D Y , J R . , T E D PITM.A.N
Sports
Editors
the country, told how she won the
who blew to splinters many of the
in
the
mood
of
friends
and
acqua:
VICTORIA MORGAN
Society Editor junior championship a few years
tances who are retreating from mission schools and colleges of ChiD E J A Y SHRINER
Headlines
back . . . nice going, Alma, you
na. They have been life-long advocertain realities of life to seek
look like Olympic material to us
BUSINESS STAFF
fuge in the rear lines and dugouts cates of peace but they see a large
of neutrality and opportunism. The part of the world yet worshipping
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager despite our astigmatism.
Students, did you hear about the
synical mood of an increasing num- at the bloody altars of Mars. One
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner
ber is couched in the caustic con- of these men who has "grown
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Editor faculty FAUX PAS of last week?
Or maybe it was from reading too
fession of a young friend who has weary in well doing" said to me "I
much ESQUIRE . . . anyway. Prof
gone on what he facetiously calls am taking a holiday from idealESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
intellectual and moral sit-dovm
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many Wattles, he of the youthful sense
IDEA FOR THE SENIOR
strike." Let's hear what he says:
CANE TRADITION WAS '
This spirit of cynicism is seepsided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name of humor, said, in detailing one of
.. _
_ , MINNESOTA TACKLE s''
OReiNATED Bv' CHARIES D .
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, the medieval love stories, "So she
"The happiest people in this ing into the thinking of leaders in
FDI^ICED ON A FIMBLE WITH SUCH TORCE
SENIOR, OARTMOUTH ' 0 2 ,
crazy world are the absolute neu- religion, business and politics.
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be led him to the halter . . 'er altar!"
• m e E A U . OOOAPSED/
WHO
HAS
A
PATENT
0M1HEM.
May we give the Triple Crown
-NO.CAWJIA-MINN. GAME - I S 2 0 .
trals and opportunists. I have de- Worthy agencies for human welfound ufon investigation to be among ihe extraordinary qualities of
of this week to Jenell Wilhite,
cided to remain neutral on all con- fare, for the advancement of culthe Sandsfur.
whose hair looks long, lacquered,
troversial questions and issues un- ture, and many character building
Students, things have come to
and luxuriant most of the time, evtil the victors march by my door, organizations are facing the proba pretty pass when you can't even
1 at 8:30 in the dawning?
id then, if it is to my advantage lem of inadequate support. A good
tell teechurs from people now-aKids, who has the best record of
to be on the winner's side, I shall many human hearts are becoming
days,
eh?
Dr.
Smith,
despite
his
by
The
Earie
One
We hate to talk of school spirit and the old rah! rah!, that's trite, but "An Apple for the Teecher''
join their parade and carry a ban- cynically neutral.
diet, still looks youthful enough
let's discuss attitudes on the campus.
Miss Apperson; " . . . so when I
viously the Double Cross Boys (X
Of course every one has to search
There is an element running around, which is tearing down a fine Club to you all) . . . they shore do for a Rat cap . . . and if anyone put up this little light, girls, you'll
can
convince
us
that
Bob
Burns
is
After making due allowances for his heart and make up his own
sense of loyalty and friendliness that we like to think is a part of our a fine job of polishing that appL
know what it means and come in,
an a r t teacher with his degree from
unpremediated braggadocio and in- mind on the matter of ideals. I'm
college. We are playing god.
early morning during English
won't y o u ? "
Yale, we're willing to argue that
te human laziness I was con- not so sure that the idealists have
We can see no advantage in this attitude on so small a group a s our
. . . even Bob Burns, he of
Big Broom Hickok; " . . . j u s vinced
'
things like that just don't happen!
that this young man was lost all their causes. It sometimes
little Rollins Family because none of us are very big people, yet there the serious countenance, was doing
We really feel that there is one more little beer?"
sincere.
In spite of the fact that his requires a century for the mass
are some who consider it necessary to broadcast a shrewd character a little quiet shoe shuffle!
Warren Goldsmith; "It will just excellent native intelligence has mind to grasp the meaning of an
something you ought to know, and
sketch of all the inmates. Bull sessions have been done before and will
be
a
small
affair,
a
few
of
the
latbeen exposed to the finishing pro- dea of an ideal. Examples: Prison
Come closer, students, have you Shag Whittaker is the gal to incontinue as long as people can talk and they are very good for the diform you . . . ask her what "Pop, est symphonies and some ginger- cesses of a college education, this reforms and treatment of the mengestion, but we like to think of the slander as taking place in closet heard that a Flo Zigfield, M-G
pop, pop" means, and if she looks ale . . ."
young friend really thinks that he tally ill. The ideal of world peace
rooms. Yet the gods will comment a t any time, in any place on peoph combine is going to hit Rollins
blank, try "What is the difference
d justice find hospitality in milsoon
?
We
overheard
Babe
Rae
and
Constance Carey; "There isn't a he has discovered how to be "healthey know nothing about. They are gods, of course, since they are cap
between the northern and south- gal alive who can order me around. thy, wealthy and wise", without
ins of hearts. The good things of
Jane
Miller
discussing
the
right
able of ruining reputations and hurting little people 'who really don't
ern boys?" Shag, Phi Mu, and Eol- But I take a little from the males." drawing swords or matching wits in
e—and many of the real victormatter'. It must be rather wonderful to feel yourself so big that anoth^ way to collaborate on an extravaganza for college production . . lins-ite of long and good standing,
Ted Pitman; "Yes dear, any-any social or moral contest. He is ies are not as widely publicized as
er's feelings can be just your play thing. We wish we were all gods.
could it be that we have aspiring is the gourmet's delight, for we thing you say, dear. Shall I come going to occupy a grandstand seat, we wish they were.
It has been said that college is an institution of learning but there Broadway meteors on the campus ? personally know that pralines from
over and move the fui-niture now, so he thinks, and have a lot of It should be noted here that in
are many of us who take our extra-curricular activities too seriously Jane, we know has already start- New Orleans are the best thing
fun watching others play the game. the realm of destructive forces that
dear?"
Studying personalities is a practical and interesting process, but one ed on a play that will out-Noel Mr. mother machine ever
thought
I would be jumping over truth if threaten our individual and nationJeff Kennedy; "You're the lovemust study, not skim. "A little learning is a dangerous thing", because Coward, and Babe is an old hand about . . .
I
liest flower in the garden of my said that neutrals a r e always al happiness there is no neutrality.
in every case we talk too much when we know too little.
wrong, but it is my conviction that We unconsciously aid those forces
at sech. . .
heart.
Please
don't
muss
my
hair."
We
need
some
champions,
evNot being the subtle type, we will come out and say, let's not
Gracia Tuttle; "I really shouldn't it is wrong to be absolutely neu- that will destroy us when we are
Information, please: Who uses erybody, because John Gross glares
catty.
tral on all question that concern indifferent to the welfare of the
the old dinky depot as skylooking- a t us with that "you are the h. c. h, tell you, but . . . "
grounds of a late evening? They c." (high-class-heel-class) when he
Barbara Babbs; ". . . and he the common welfare of humanity. larger community. A cynical mood
Neutrality
m a y indicate lack of is fertile soil for political and morhave a blonde car, whoever! . . . sees us snooping around and only kept me awake (knit two purl one)
Whom does Deedee Hoenig write to secondly a humanitarian . . . John- all night long with that (drop one,
the absence of a social al iconoclasm. The masses of Italy,
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Sat- ny, you can identify as the guypick up three) constant barking. Do
or indifference to one's Russia, and Germany had lost self(By Associated Collegaite Press)
idays . . . Why does Alf Roose- who wore a pair of rubber gloves you think this sleeve is going to be
discipline and social vision before
race or country.
velt look so antagonistic most of around so he could get used to them too long, Lo L o ? "
would be paradise if, in fulfillment they surrendered their liberties to
"Our education is tied to our society. It must take account of the stu- the time- . . . the election isn't by the time his quantitative lab
Mrs. Lester; " . . . and you're of the wishful thinking expressed self-appointed messiahs who promdent's need for a job, and therewith a place in the community. It must over yet! . . . What has happened course began!
one of the sweetest, luveliest guhls in the popular song, we could ised to do their thinking for them.
take account, too, of his hunger for meaning and for beauty, of his de- to the Gertrude Musselwhite-Rod
In many departments of life huHave you heard, you Tar-Total- I've ever known, did you have a "build a little nest, somewhere
sire, so to speak, to find a place for himself in the universe. Perhaps McArthur twosome ? or maybe
s, that recording of "Blue Or- good time? (sniff, sniff)."
the West, and LET THE REST OF manity has made wonderful progeducation will always proceed from battle to battle, from compromise they just keep out of sight . . .
Lynn Leonard; "Oh, professor, THE WORLD GO BY." But th ress. Even the pessimists will grant
chids" by T. Dorsey in the Varsity ?
to compromise. Periodically it needs t o be rescued from dullness and Where do Marjorie Frankel, Eva
not bad, in fact, their honey- you're a scream! You cutsie woot- world can not go far toward thi this. Let's "hold that line" . . .
dogmatise." A New York Times editorialist aptly states the ends of Cole, Virginia Fender, and Alyce
box is one of the best in town. . .
elimination of war, poverty, un and "fight . . . fight . . . fight"
all education.
Jane Stuckie go to class? We've
Betty Stevens; "Oh my side."
Do we dare, readers, to say one
necessary pain, superstitution and . . . until we have marked up new
"So long as there is peace colleges should insist on living their nor- not seen them but once in s word about the concert last night ?
victories in fields where we have
Dick Rhodda; "I didn't do it ignorance if the majority of
mal life, rather than pretend that we can live a double life. We cannot long . . . Is Janet Sorenson ill, c Do we dare say that even if there Manny."
shirk hard work by hiding behind been weak.
she too tired to come to collich
a t once be a place of free discussion and a place of war preparation."
Bill Daugherty; " I must have the fences of neutrality.
wasn't a concert, and we were just
When the Israelites were hesiUnion College's Pres. Dixon Ryan Fox asks that higher education ig- Where did Margery Branch and hearing things that we saw things, lost my pin, boys. I can't find it
There is no intended insinuation tating between loyalty to God and
Luverne Phillips pick up their renore war until the U. S. is actually in the conflict.
too, and if visions are as nice as anywhere."
here
that
all
neutrals
are
mean
capitulation
to the "gods of the
"Democracy will not be saved by sending the cream of our present spective accents? . . . How canthat, let us sleep! If Mr. Walter
Amorites"
Joshua
challenged
generations to Europe to fight. To save democracy we must clean Jeanne Dominick be so genuinely Hans Tramler didn't play in the
them with these words: "Choose
good-natured
all
the
time*
house in the United States. We must gain unity of purpose and solve
Annie Russell last night, Orpheus
ye this day whom ye will serve." I
our pressing problems. All the slogans in the woruld will not help a Maybe it's because she wears a blue slay him where he stands, but if
like to think that the Israelites' reuseless democracy." Dr. C. A. Dykstra, University of Wisconsin pres- and bold Kappa pledge pin .
he did, as we are almost sure he
ply will become a part of our reply
ident, votes against participation in a foreign war.
Penguin Peggy
Campus Chorines last week, if did, bless him, and know that Rolto all who tempt us to become neuyou have a "Nifty" nose for styh lins enjoyed him twice as much as
May we announce an annali- We join her in saying that we're all tral and opportunistic in the realm
were Alice Elliott in a tan two he could believe (once in spirit mouse annonymousity of this col- for bigger and better cradles. And of ideals:
and
once
in
flesh!)
piece suit and contrasting sweater
umn ? Yes it is true. Pin nothing on we'd like to know if Elizabeth Ken"And the people answered and
Toni Jenkins, in a blue pri
We overheard some rare Ferdin- no one, because no one is guilty. nedy hasn't got her Brady's mixed. said, God forbid that we should forstripe tailored affair
. . anding one eve last week, and And who can blame a composity In case you didn't know, Lib, it's sake the Lord, to serve other gods;
Because of the conflicting inMary Ann Wilson, radiant as usu thought we'd pass it on . . . Daph- of minds?
Curry that is here this year, not for the Lord our God brought us
tramural touch football schedn a burnt sugar dress, that madt ne Banks and Jane Miller were
and our fathers up out of the land
Hal.
Dear Sirs;
We had a swell time at the beach ule, the plan for a volunteer
feel fall fragrance floating telling what happened when the
Nil Bond was doing some plain of Egypt, from the house of bondwaiter
service
for
the
evening
1
view
of
the
last
shipment
of
Sunday, the most interesting thing
around! . . . Margery Chindahl, electricity failed for about one
. . . and preserved us in all
olives we received from your com- and fancy swooping over the lake
was pur sighting a Nazi U boat. meal during football season will taking
Hallowe'en too seriously hour one night last week . . Jane's
way wherein we went, and
pany, we wish to inform you that front Sunday. He even tiied a little
There she was, right off Cocoa, have to be abandoned for this and coming into Lyman with a
story about the frightened soprano
among all people through whom
•with her guns pointing toward the year. The Student Council hopes rust-orange skirt, and black twin- was authentic! . . . overheard Dee- they were improperly stuffed. The bit of practice bombing. That bottle he dropped barely missed hitsky, headed for destruction. We that next year the project can sweater set . . . with her dark dee Hoenig was giving the Kappas one we were so unfortunate as
nibble we soon discovered had
ting George Estes on the head. W(
could clearly see the commander on be successfully carried out.
hair, all she needed was pumpkins a little heart-to-heart talk about
small copy of the Constitution of were intrigued by the number of
the top deck, waving his arms forfor eyes!. . .
what a good time she had once, the United States within its mid- parachutes floating through the air
ward and shouting "Courage men". Speakers'
Club
Organized Matrimonial bureau is now open and nobody was paying her any . Not a bit tasty. Next time may and upon investigation found that
The question arose, do U boats real. . . Johnny Nicholson made some mind at all . . . never you care we please have "Winnie the Pooh
they were the hordes of women he
ly existo off our coast 1 After much
A new chapel committee has been very obvious advances to Lynn Deedee, if it weren't for your Mae
Sally Hodgson and Clyde Jones— had let out through the trapdoor.
discussion, we decided to borrow a formed this year known as the Goldman when she happened to West-Miliza-Korjus appeal, th(
He had only one left when we got
at
home,
4:00
P.
M.
to
12:00,
every
telescope. Soon by the use of this Youth Speakers' Club. The purpose mention that she had $25.00! We campus would be no few degree;
The Rollins Club of Miami gave
day and nite, last loveseat from there. Ah, brave new world.
instrument, it was revealed that of this new organization is to pro- guess Blair Johnson's heart was darker;
a dinner a t the El Comodoro HoCloverleaf side, logia, Rollins.
And was that Jack Harris we tel a t 6:30 P. M. for the Rollins
the submarine was only a freighter. vide student speakers, readers and doing a rollicking rumba under her
Have you observed, Tar-Babies,
May
we
bring
to
your
attention
saw chatting for hours with P a t students and faculty, attending the
Chip, after a close look discovered singers for churches, civic clubs X-Club-Chi-Omega array of pins
the new swanky-hankies in the S'
the formulation of the UGS? A Guillow Sunday afternoon? And
that the object was only a small schools and other groups interest- the other night a t the game when
ball game.
Gull windows? The one with
quite novelle organization to which all the time we thought Vicky was
fishing boat, heading for its har- ed in the promotion of religious man Bill Daughtery was buffeting Spanish dancer reminds us ever
A meeting of the Rollins Club
the word UG is one and every- the only. And Hickok.
bor. Carrow decided to give it a ideals. With the encouragement and the Hurricanes around. . .
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was
vaguely of Elizabeth Kennedy, Pi thing. Rachael HUGris will gladly
What has Erika Heyder got that held in the form of a dinner party
try, and all he could make out was counsel of the Dean of the Chapel
The infirmary was where Lu- Phi fly-high . . . Have you seer interview any who wish admittance
we ain't ? Well, here's the lowdown. at the Yale-Harvard Club, Fria man in a small row boat fishing and the Speech Department, the verne Phillips landed when she Jimmy Stewart in his new moominto its golden doors. There is a
for crabs. FinaPy. with disgust in members of this club will prepare took a quick slide, and a one, two, pitcher "Mr. Smith Goes to Wash- shrine, too, and a sacred UG a t its It's six or eight men who stand be- day evening, October 20, with Proneath her window and plead for a fessor A. J. Hanna as guest of
my soul, this reporter got the tele- and deliver short addresses on three against the floor in a hur- ington" ? It's not at all bad, in fact bottom.
glimpse of her fair face. Every honor. Arrangements were made
scope and peered out across the timely religious subjects. They will ry . . . it seems that a puddle of Jimmy is still head man in the
How in the world does Beaming night, no less. All she needs is a by Mrs. George Parkman '36 (Elizvast waters. Oh my gosh what also promote and foster student water and her rubber soled shoes flicks as far as we're concerned
Buckwalter put out a paper every balcony. And a bodyguard.
abeth Robinson), vice-president of
was that? It was only a small sea religious forums on the campus and came in contact, and so, consedon't you agree that Boyd week? With the material (sarJoe Knowles is going to Chi the Pittsburgh Rollins Club, and
gull winging its way in search of elsewhere. Membership in this club quently, did an iron pipe and her France is the best sugar blower on
casm) that is so fluent on the cam- Omega to the tune of Betty Wat- Thomas P. Johnson '34, vicehis daily food. Good Lord, what is open to all Rollins students. Fur- jaw . . . she came out Wednesday campus ? . . . have you noticed that
. And speaking of Betty Wat- president of the General Rollins
ther information may be obatined with almost a new face, and a t Alice Bane Shearouse has taken on pus we fail to understand how he
was in that last drink?
, she met Fred Kasten a t a par- Alumnae Association.
from Aldine Baker or the Chapel least the determination to lay off that Phi Mu look already? She is does it week after week. I t would
e so nice if someone could give us ty this summer. And being an old
office.
puddles for awhile . . .
going to be a brunette version of
Wednesday, October 26th, the
11 something to write about
Rollinsite and everything she
Rollins Club of Cleveland,
Pome, dedicated to Malice in Norine Parr before long . . . that
him effusively only to have TT"'•
"'Z
"f ^ " ' ' " : " " ' i
"''"'
St. Mary's University (Texas) Wonderland:
the Hagood boys, Jerome and omething that isn't either too dull greeted
!,;„, o„„ "r^ T,
• ' " ' " ' ' • " "''^<= tertainmg Professor A. J . Hanr
too
potent
so
that
it
can
be
him
say.
Do
I
know
you
and
where
^ _ J:
.,__
..,,.-„.,
owns a bus for athletic trips that
Ralph a r e the boat race enthusiMary had a little Slam
The Sandspur wishes to apolo- holds 53 passengers.
g g y r' ^r e7ad. ' ™ " ' " ' " ' '. ^^
"^ ^*,^
- » - ' "'36,
« -*
* ^ Way'">^'
asts of the collich, and also they rinted. Step up, stoodents, and from?" F oggy
^.^j^j^' " ™
Stephan
2903
For
every
one,
and
so
gize for omitting las1J week
vote for being the mystery md a smiling hand to the end of While eavesdropping in Lyman bridge Road, Shaker
HeightsThe leaves of her engagement take
Grady Ray's name in the list of
having it thrown back a t you in
Intercollegiate athletic compethe other day we heard Senora Miss Stephan, the hostess and
book
men
Kappa Alpha pledges.
the paper.
tition has been abandoned by Bard
Lamb yell in her most formidable i president of the Cleveland RolWere always white as snow!
It was nice to see you all taking
2 saw Dodie Rathbun sporting voice, "Mr. Waddell, If Miss Cos- lins Club, is in charge of arrangeCollege.
—unquote from the Chicago Trib.
(Continued on page 4)
with a local high school youngster.
(Continued on page 4)
| ments.
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Catty Is An Ugly Word by G.E.
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Submerging Slowly
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TARS PREPARE TO CLIP WINGS OF FLYING CARIBES
^Lambda Chi Leads
football League
i^fter First Week

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

By TED PITMAN
Where's Moo Moo ?

'Victories Over Phi Delts, Sig- Marge Webber's own Moo Moo
?; ma Nus Give Veteran Team Club, the best loved organizati
on campus, that in-between class
et". Edge Over Rivals
pepper-upper, that boon to the
L Out of the mass of bruised
jn^jhoulders and aching muscles
aj,\mong the dozens of touch footj,i>all players who last week completf^d the opening games of the seai.jon has emerged a new ball earner to bear watching. He's small,
j,:hunky, and tough, and his name
us Weinberg. Wearing Lambda Chi
Alpha's jersey, his erratic speed
« md sudden change of pace gave
i^hi Delta Theta 40 minutes of con.;em and more than once his sharp
lutbacks and short dashes put his
;eam mates in scoring position.
J* Sparked by Dick Kelly and brilliantly supported by their two towering ends, Tolson and Kasten, the
.'"jambda Chi Alphas subdued a stub.Aorn, slashing Phi Delt offense, a
eat that has not been accomplished
*'or three whole seasons. It was a
^iattle of quarterbacks, Kelly ver'Sis Davis, each uncorking some
urprising and intricate plays that
Save never been seen in the Sands'pur Bowl before.
' The game, exceptionally clean as
ar as penalties and sportmanship
vere concerned, brought out quite
Nearly how that intangible essence
spirit, can drive a team over those
""irucial points where otherwise play
Vould bog down and the attack
\ i l t . The final score, 14 to 6 in faVor of Lambda Chi Alpha, gives
^ittle of the true story.
* Starting early in the first half,
Vith an attack that clicked smoothy, Lambda Chi Alpha scored easly, a long pass from Kelly to Kas.en upsetting the pre-game predic'*;ions. The point after tuochdown
^ a s good, and the Phi Delts tightened their belts for a hard winter,
yoming back in the second half
Vith a powerful rush that couldn't
^e denied, Wendy Davis took a high
^piraling pass over the goal line
,or a touchdown; the conversion
^or point after touchdown being
Siuffed. From that point on it was
•;ricky end runs, double laterals and
Sudden, right
angled
dashes
'through the line, out of the welter
Sf which Lambda Chi Alpha scored
\gain. This time Weinberg came
'ninning down the sideline like a
;;ight rope walker. The point after
'touchdown conversion was again
^ood.
' For Phi Delta Theta, Ray Hick-

HOUGH^S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

breakfastless, and to those lucky
enough to be members, who take
the smooth Moo Moo way to gain
back lost pounds, is being very
much desired a t this point.
We are promised that it will certainly begin on October 23. Here's
hoping!
If you are not on the Moo Moo
list, and you'd like to be, see Doc
Mathers at the infirmary and have
him recommend you.
Campus boarders won't be assessed, but day students will bring
five cents per Moo.
Feminine Moo members will be
checked present by Lillian Ryan
and will report to the Women's
Phiz. Ed. Office on the first of
each month to record their weight.
Don't forget your 10:30 and 3:45
meetings on the beanery porch.
The co-eds have been memoed
to the effect that this is the week
to sign up for the Fall tennis tournament.
This competition will be an everygal-for-herself affair, and will
serve as a sort of talent survey.
The results will probably help
when choosing teams for the intramurals is necessary later on.
We have a most attractive waterbaby in our midst this year. Holder
of the National Junior Diving title,
professional model, and personality
girl: Alma Vandervelt! Her ability, coupled with that of our smooth
little Rachel Harris nymph, gives
Rollins a reason for Lake Virginia.
ok's headlong rushes into the Lambda Chi Alpha backfield probably
jarred many a well timed pass.
Hoover and Krause manned their
center position to good credit and
Casperis and Hausman personally
put the Bee on many a potential
touchdown. A new man, Fleeger,
may bear watching, both as a runner and defense man. Davis quarterbacked with all his old cunning
and vigor, and surpirse and speed
were his chief offerings.
Lambda Chi Alpha has a veteran
line, except for their center, plucky
Bob Matthews. Relishing the game.
Bob has knack of muffing passes
that wori-ied the Phi Delts all the
first half. It is apparent with equally good material such as Darling,
Albert, Hawks, and other, Lambda
Chi Alpha are one tough club to
whip, especially in the light of
their victory over Sigma Nu, the
following day.
Crippled„S SHRD SHRD SHRR
SIGMA NU SUNK
Crippled to a yet unknown degree by graduation,Sigma Nu went
down stiffly to a score of 33 to 7,

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
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. Walter Dickson, Manager
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FOOTBALL
Personalities

Orlandofla.

Beth
Harben

I

Looking at the center of the Rol
lins line for our next personality,
we find a short, stocky, hard play^
ing left guard in the form of Al
"Submarine" Swan. For four years
Al has been plugging up the gaps
in the centre of Tar lines. His play
although not sensational is steady
and hard and you can be sure that
no long gains are made through his
spot.
Al matriculated to Rollins from
Lakeland High along with Jack
Hoy and Paul Bouton. AH three
had planned to attend other colleges but the Tar's amiable coach
made such an impression on them
that they all decided to come here.
At Lakeland the old "Submarine"
started his plunges in tbe backfield
but after two years was moved up
into the guard position. Here his
dogged play was rewarded as he
was alternate captain of his team
in his senior year and had also the
great honor of being elected captain of the all-state eleven, as well
as president of the T. K. 0 . fraternity.
Here at Rollins Al's activities
have been confined to the gridiron
with the exception of winning the
intramural diving.
One can never give enough credit to the playing of a good lineThey do not share in the glory
as a back does but their work is
more important even if less spectacular and to prove this point all
has to do is to watch the "Sub" number 7 and you can
bet that when there is a pileup in
the center of the line, Al will
emerge from the bottom of it.
when, the Lambda Chi Alpha machine rolled over their opponents
for three touchdowns, their other
two being scored in the first half.
Standout man for Sigma Nu is Ben
Cook who hits plenty hard and no
one yet, it seem, is able to stop his
disturbing charge. Jimmy Coates,
the whirling dervish, piloted the
Sigma Nu's to their one touchn, the point after touchdown
being good. Forced to stick almost
wholely to passing, since the field
very soft from the heavy rain.
Lambda Chi Alpha knew when the
whistle had blown that they'd been
a game, yet their attack was so
well timed, there seemq|d little
Sigma Nu could do about it.
X CLUB WINS
A surprisingly good club of Independents, for never having
practiced, held a superior X Club
attack tot 18 points, though the
score might have been higher had
the ground been dry and firm. For
the Independents, Liberman did
some fine, free-style passing, and
there was a noticeable surplus of
drive, which made up for their lack
of practice or plan of attack. With
little time and hard work, this
club may go places. Anyway, keep
your eyes on them.
The X-Clubbers clicked smoothly
and without apparent effort, their
scoring from well timed plays.
There is still little to judge of this
clug until they come up against
stiffer opposition, but Speyer and
Myers, with surprisingly
fast
Whitehead, will likely upset any
well-timed applecart.
K. A.'s
Kappa Alpha found the going too
tough against Sigma Nu, and came
out on the small end of the score,
12 to 0. Several times a slashing attack combination of Bills, Siddall
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Bruised Tars Meet I
Flying Caribes In
Second Home Game

I MUSIC BOX
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By DICK and TEX

By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr.
SAFETY RULES

The following safety rules will
Miami power prevailed last Fri- I Mel Clanton's work at tackle and
govern any shooting done on the day night when the Hurricane out- Paul Bouton's game a t center stole

Absolutely unpredictable are the
Flying Caribes from
Havana.
Judging by comparative performances, the Tars should clip their
wings easily Friday night—But!
Buck Johnson will not be allowed
to play because of a few broken
ribs. Clyde Jones is also definitely
out. Lou Bethea hurt his hand
against The Hurricanes last week
and will spend most, if not all, of
his time on the bench. Add that to
the fight displayed by the Cubans
last year, the score 7-6, and you
have the makings of a first class
prediction—all guesswork. Cheering is the news that Chapman is
condition to play at tackle. With
Phillips and Chapman alterating,
the Caribes Stellar tackle, Parjon,
should encounter quite a little trouble in smashing into the Rollins
secondary. Alanzo on left end is
another who was a sandspur in the
games of last year.
Whether Daugherty will be back
at right end is not certain. He did
well on being shifted to the back
field for the Miami game. The
chances are, however, that he will
be on the right flank. If so, Senor
Alanzo may be surprised. (Ed's.
Note — Daugherty will be unable
to play for six weeks.)
Frank Grundler, substitute blocking back, broke his nose last week,
but he will be able to perform his
assignments. With Johnson on the
bench, Davis and Bethea will do
the kicking. Davis got away some
very good yardage in the Miami
game. As usual the brunt of the
attack will rest on Joe Justice. If
Joe plays as well as he did against
tni, the Tars will probably score
at least twice. Outside some bumps
and bruises Justice is in fine shape.
The Caribes have already been
defeated by the Georgia State College. They should, however, be in
excellent shape and well acclimated
for the game Friday night and able
to play their best. The Rollins
game is the big one of the year for
them and they have always pointed for it.
The name Caribes is that of a
Id and fierce Indian tribe of the
West Indies. The Flying Caribes
try to live up to the bloodthirsty
legends of that tribe. After Stetn and Miami, though, the Tars
n take anything.
The tentative, and oh so tentative, lineup will see Lingerfelt,
Clanton, Ogilvie, Bouton, Swann,
Phillips, and Daugherty in the
line. "Sixty Minute" Clanton lost
two minutes of the game against
mi but hopes to make it up by
playing extra hard against Havana,
can do it, too. Justice, Middlebrook, and Brankert are three of
the backs starting against Havana.
Just who the fourth is we don't
know.
However, as Coach McDowall
says, "It will probably be to the
last whistle, but we hope to win."
and Harmon seemed to wilt when
the goal line was close. It was only
the first game, and with practice
this week, Kappa Alpha may surprise a confident opponent. They
not only capable of playing
very hard ball but can be awfully
contrary when they're inclined. So,
lets keep an eye on K. A. the next
few games and see what develops,

RAY

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER

these rules. They are for your own
good. Obey them.
1. A rifle must never, under any
circumstances, be pointed at or in
the direction of any person, whether it be loaded or not.
2. All rifles must habitually be
carried with the breech action open
until the shooter takes his place on
the firing line with the rifle pointed
at or in the direction of the targets.
3. No rifle shall be loaded unless
the shooter is in position at the
firing point with the rifle pointed
at the target, and then not until
the range officer shall have given
the command "Commence Firing",
or "Load".
4. At the command "Cease Firing" or when a shooter is through
firing he shall at once unload his
rifle and lay it down, muzzle to the
front, breech open.
5. No person shall advance to
score his target until the range
officer shall have given the command "Advance and Score Targets."
Since last week there has been
an indication that several co-eds
would come out for riflery but not
during the regular classes. For
this reason a section may be run on
Saturday afternoons for any students or faculty desiring to shoot,
but it is necessary that these shooters provide their own targets and
ammunition, which will be sold on
the range. The range officer will
open the range if there are enough
people interested to warrant it.
If anyone is interested please get
in touch with Dick Wesson or Al
Roosevelt. The range officer will
be glad to give instruction if wanted.

1938 Olds. 6 Cpe. ... $695
1938 Chrysler Cpe. $545

ORANGE BUICK
C O M P A N Y
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

not indicating the closeness of the
contest. For the opposition the
honors go to Bill Steiner and Johnny Noppenberg, a pair of really
fine backs, who would cause any
team a lot of trouble. Hard hitting
and vicious tackling were features
of the game which brought the
fans to their feet.
Joe Justice deserves all the credit we can give him, the whole offense rested on his shoulders and
he carried it out well. The boys
from Miami had had all of him
they could stand by the time the
finish gun went off. Every time the
shifty signal caller got his hands
on a punt the Hurricane chances
of winning were jeopordized. Joe's
brilliant run back of a Miami kick
the highlight of the tournament; but unfortunately the gods
m't with him and he stumbled
with a clear field in front of him.
vas a heartbreaker for him I
know.
Surprise! It seems t h a t Coach
MacDowell converted a certain end
into a back for this particular
brawl, and did he go, well I'll say
he did. The first thing this correspondent thought when he saw
those bandy legs rolling down the
field was that a little girl among
us would be proud of her "Captain
Gate" when he returned bearing
the scars of battle. He did a fine
job of ball carrying thruout the
game. Bill was also on the receiving end of Justice's touchdown

Our hats are off to the linemen
is trip, they played superbly.
June Lingerfelt did his usual fine
job at the wing post. It's too bad
If enough support is given to his touchdown pass was called back
omen's intramural shooting so as it was an unusually fine catch.
that inter-sorority shoots might be
held, it would be very interesting have turned out to be exciting
ie the results, also sorority-fra- sport. If anyone knows of good
ternity shoots might show some places to go shooting, where we
lively competition when the regular might get some good action, let us
intramural shoots are run off next
term. What say girls ?
Snake Run
We have been hearing about
Snake Run for a long time, so we
Fraternity Stationery
finally investigated it with "K. B."
and
Adams this last week. Of course
Deealcomanias
it's not the snake season, or maybe
the place has been shot out, but we
were disappointed in what might

they remained at their posts doing
a great deal of damage to the Hurricane offense. Line for line I have
no doubt in my mind that the Tars
have the upper hand. Coach Waite
should certainly be proud of his
pupils. From what Mr. MacDowell
said after the contest I'm sure he's
proud of them. The fact that most
of them had to play the entire
game without resting while Miami
shifted new men into the fray at
will should say enough for their
desire to win and their courage.
This weekend we are to face the
Havana footballers. The game is
new to them so as yet they have
been unable to develop much of a
team. I doubt, however, if we come
against a team that has any more
fight or desire to win than the
plucky Cubans. LAst week their
club was beaten by the South Georgia outfit. From what I could gather the boys from Havana put up
a strong battle with the Georgians
having to rely on all their power
to squeeze out a victory. The Rollins club will undoubtedly win an
easy victory, but the game should
be a good one to watch regardless
of the heavy odds on the Rollins
side. Let us try to make their stay
here at college as pleasant a one
as possible. They have always
shown our boys a fine time in Cuba so we owe them a debt.

Rollins Press Store

YOWELL-DREW'S
ORLANDO

TODAY ONLY

BABY GRAND

Loretta Young
David Niven

Program for Week of October 26
Thursday and Friday
The makers of Jesse James
bring you another thrill from
the mighty west . . the exploits
of fearless Wyatt Earp.
"FRONTIER MARSHAL"
with
Randolph Scott — Nancy Kelly
John Carradine—Binnie Barnes
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
Another Frank Capra Super
Movie Production. Three time
Academy Award Winner brings
you
"MR. SMITH GOES
TO WASHINGTON"
with
Jean Arthur—James Stewart
Extra! Pete Smith's
"Culinary Carving"
Tuesday and Wednesday
The Great Broadway Stage Success . . Now a memorable picture!
"GOLDEN BOY"
with
BARBARA STANWYCK

100 Park Ave.

SOCKS — SWEATERS — SKIRTS

BETTY PHILLIPS
has again been appointed

MIX THEM UP

STUDENT AGENT
on Rollins Campus for

1938 Ford Sedan .... $575
1938 Olds. 6 Sedan $745

ALONG THE SIDELINES

Joe Justice Expected to Carry range. We feel that the chance of fit squeezed out a 14 to 6 victory I the show as far as defensive lineBrunt of Attack For Crip- accidents will be reduced if we bar over the Winter Park club. It was a play is concerned. Although the
anyone from the range who breaks hard fought battle with the score Miami power was directed a t them
pled Rollins Team

Tel. 400

BUICK OFFERS

GUI^ SMOKE

Matching: Suede Hats and Belts
in high colors

LOHR-LEA
For something when you want it . . . call 12

EASTERN AIRLINES
and its associated domestic and foreign air routes
RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
may be secured through Miss Phillips by contacting
Information Desk at Carnegie Hall or
PHONE 6865
ORLANDO AIRPORT

FOUR

Wilhelm Stein to
Assume Classes in
French and German

TAR DUST
(Continued from page Z, Col. 4)

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2M939
ROLLINS SANDSPUR
New Integrated Study
Tars
Lose
To
Maimi
Lambda Chi Chapter
FOOTNOTES
Plan Is Adopted
After Hard Battle SORORITY NEWS
Will Be Installed (Continued from page 2, Col.

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 7)
in Jim Stewart ; 1 the afore men- Gainesville Group Assists at telle means more to you than your
tioned picture. . Sattiday nite it
work, I suggest that you move far- as he juggled a bad pass from cenFormal Ceremonies
looked like Eolli: s evening a t the
ther away from her." Maybe that's ter.
Beacham . . . we saw the press
Highlights of the Game
In impressive ceremonies that why he was studying his Spanish
presented by Bucky Buckwalter
The spectacular playing of June
will begin a t eleven o'clock Sunday so hard Sunday with his roommate's
and
Louie
Bills
.
.
.
and
glimpsed
hat on to protect his head. (Ed's Lingerfelt and Joe Justice, whi
Plan to Start Clubs For Stumorning
and
continue
throughout
(from our seat on the 3rd row
continue to make their bids for thi
dents Interested in Learn from the front!) Lynn Goldman, the day, Florida Theta Gamma Ze- note; I don't get it.)
And why did Presly Wetherell mythical All-State eleven.
ing Languages
. . .Betty Carson with Manny Eh: ta of Lambda Chi Alpha will offi- look so unhappy when Wes HausThe University of Miami's snaplich . . . Jean Holden, and Stet- cially mark th« installation of the man horned in on his exclusive chat
py 78-piece band, dressed in green
son's contributions, Mary Wiley Eollins chapter.
Directly from stormy Europe Johnson, Pi Phi blonde, and Babe
A large number of alumni will with Marilee? He was virtually coats and ice cream pants, giving
chomping
on
that
awful
pipe
of
his.
comes Professor Wilhelm Stein to Stuart . . . The administration was b* on hand to witness the crack de
a wonderful rendition of the (
Jim Lease seems to be quite a while popular piece, "Beer Barrel
take over his French and German there in the persons of George Holt, gree team of the Lambda Chi Al
classes at Rollins College. His ar- Becky Holt, and Mrs. Smith . . , pha chapter from the University fisherman. They come in so thick Polka".
rival Saturday ended a long jour- she of the brunette hair.
and fast, he says, that he doesn't
of Florida formally install th
The tiny midget leading the huge
ney from Zurich, Switzerland, anc
bother to use a hook and line . . . Miami band, doing an excellent job
Students, who is the nice-looking unit of the newly-merged national
was the culmination of his first
he just hits them over the head.
fratei-nity.
of it.
semi-brunette
that
Doris
Lewis
trip to America.
We can hold back no longer.
The heart-breaking decision o:
National Grand High Alph;
found herself with at Bethea'
Professor Stein was born in disBuck wanted v^i to "wait until the officials in not counting Rol
ter the show? She was lamenting Dean Winslow S. Anderson, wi
puted Sudetenland and educated
spring
when
all
the
pretty
flowlins
second touchdown, ruling that
make
a
brief
address.
Following
in no uncertain syllables that the
at Prague and Paris, where he
ers stick their little heads out of the ball was caught out of bounds.
place for chocolate ice-cream was the ritual, an evening smoker
made an intensive study of sociolothe ground to tell about it, but
planned, to begin at 7:30.
The very competent and highly
definitely not in her lap . . .
gy and political economy as well
Other plans for this celebration we're so excited we can't. Buck has amusing Pres Wetherell leading the
Have you ever seen anything
as languages. He taught in Vienare still in the process of forma- decided that Rollins should have Rollins band.
na for several years, a t the same quite so eerie as the sight ot Mr. tion, according to High Pi, Dudley an annual daisy chain as does VasSue Terry and Doug Bills leading
time contributing articles on poli- Honaas' hands flying up and down
;. Darling, chairman in charge sar, and has promised that he him- a not-very-responsive cheering sectical economy and socioloigy to just over the top of the pulpit in
self will make it. Not only that but tion.
he proceedings.
. . . ?He really puts all inmany magazines and newspapers.
after the ceremony is over he
The thrill of walking in a hotel
After seeing service in the Austri- to his directing of the choir, eh?
dially invites all football players so far away from home and seeing
an army, he moved to Switzerland Boyd France saw it one time and
and consequently, what has to join him in a large circle around
everyone you know, and being able
to teach and from Zurich has come almost screamed with fright . . . happened to Bob Walker? . . . Paul
"The Spider-man!" he choked and Bouton was squiring Nancy John- a big maypole where they will to greet them with a "Hi ya, John,
directly here.
dance and later, having dism
What-you-say, Lois?"
rushed for the exit . . .
. . . Al Swann and Lynn LeonThough he has not been in Polbered the chain, will each pick the
A real Gleesome Threesome
ard were congenial.
and or Germany since the begi
petals off a daisy apiece and make
The Ohio University football
Marion Russ, Jean Heidrich, and
The Rollins canoes have actually
ing of the war and can offer
hes. Refreshments will be serv- team -was undefeated in a home
had a lot of use this past week . . .
first hand information. Professor EmilyAkcrman . . . they took
ed.
football game from 1927 to 1937.
Stein says that he was in Sudeten- Fall Frolics a t G'ville instead of in fact, so f a r back that we don't
Whistle Clanton declares that
like to say . . . Babe Rae and
land two years ago and that the the Miami game . . .
There was a circus last p. m., and Marge Chindahl were doing a lit- Connie Carey is the most exciting
Germans seemed very happy under
thing that has happened to hin.
the Czechoslovakian rule. He also we're still trying to find out which tle sailing, sailing . . . and Sunday
since Eddie Waite set him on fire
added that Switzerland was pre- of you femmes and fellows Don Riddle and Agnes Chalker
Pat Laursen wrote an awfully
found time to do a little lake-seeing
pared to defend her liberty against were present . . . personally,
. . . and we saw Stella Gregg and good theme on the private life of
either German or French invasion. make a motion that all Roll
Victoria and her husband
Along with his classes, Profes- studes wear bright red or carry a somebody taking in the canals beAlbert. But what we want to know
sor Stein and his wife plan to start banner or walk on stilts so they tween Lake Virginia . . .
why, when she was asked
can
be
spotted
in
a
crowd
.
.
.
both a French and a German club
Our advice to the lovelorn spai
to read it aloud in class, did she
The papers are still talking students, goes this week to a dark
for students interested in learning
sist on calling the gentleman
to speak and understand these lan- about the Miami game, so we might damsel who would rather her
fred? Could it be the influence of
guages. He says the French Club as well, and may we give a Httle name be withheld . . . anyway, the
Two-gun Texas? Who we later
will probably read and prepare a thanks to certain, people who are name's we'd suggest to her would
saw with Fran Smith.
play and that both clubs will make junior snoopers for us . . . Joe be Babe Rae and Babe Rae! and
Pete Crawford wishes to ana study of the culture of the respec- Knowles and Betty Watson seemed the way to go about it, my dear, is
tive countries. The clubs will be to be mutually happy about it all, to wear a sun-bonnet all the time, nounce that he will have a car after
open to any person interested in and it may be lerve in bloom . . . on account's of Babe is an aspiring Christmas. Don't all rush a t once
the language whether he is already Bill daughtery, bless his bashful farmer . . . and in reply to your girls.
Well, enough. Onward Offerproficient in the language or only soul, was looking like the lost question about Bob Ward . . . igchord after the game seein' as how norance is bliss, eh, kid? If you botch, our fine, fuzzy horsie.
beginning.
his head woman, Blair Johnson have been getting as many cold
When asked if he liked America,
Of Capital University's 1939 edudidn't make the game . . . Carl cuts as a delicatessen, buck up,
he smiled and though the reporter's
Good is still dating Bud Hoover,
ere're other fish on the counter! cation graduates, 72 per cent have
French deserted him a t the moment,
Aldine Baker, who looks like the
Tar Dust this week, fellows and been placed in teaching positions.
the answer is not hard to guess. One
cover of the October 6 SATTIDAY
lis, has developed into sandy
ean hardly compare this Florida
POST, was with that McCorkle boy claws, but have a nice week, and
sunshine to gunsmoke.
Janet Jones had everybody's
I l o t . . . and do it where we can
heart in the highlands with her
you!
It would take one person 41 years plaid suit . . . what has happened
Sinsneerly yrs,
to complete all of the courses off- to Norine Farr's Theta Kappa Nu
TAR DUSTER-OFFER
ered by the University of Texas.

(Continued from Page 1, Col. i)
Beta Lambda of Alpha Phi annouces the pledging of Doris these two after the completion o(
Lewis, Orlando and Carol Louise an introductory course of one tern.
Elliott, Glencoe, Illinois on Sun- Each of these courses will run for
day, October 15; and Ann Searle, four terms, commencing with tht
West Palm Beach, Florida, on winter term of the student's first
year in college and running througli
Tuesday evening October 17.
the following winter term. The
Mrs. Dorothy Missbach, Atlanhuman affairs course will deal with
ta, Georgia, District Goveronor of the social and economic aspects o!
District VII, visited Beta Lambda local, national, and international
22nd.
governmental problems, tracing
A "dessert" was given Wednes- these problems to their historical
day evening October 18th, for the bases. The humanities students
Orlando-Winter Park
Alumnae will trace the historical develop,
of Alpha Phi, a t Caroline Fi
ment of ideas as illustrated in
Hall, in honor of Mrs. Missbac
world literature and the fine arts.
The faculty of Rollins College The two courses merge in the
were entertained a t a "coffee" a t spring term of the second year, durCaroline Fox Thursday evening, ing which a philosophical integraOctober 19th, in honor of the Dis- tion of all preceding work will be
developed. "
trict Governor.
A parallel course in foundation
The University of Illinois is con- English, dovetailing with the basit
structing new campus buildings a t courses, is offered in order to stress
a cost of $3,400,000.
the rudiments of clear and concise
expression. Instructors in philosoForty-one foreign nations were phy, music, and the fine arts will
represented in the student body of be called in from time to time, to
Columbia University's summer ses- indicate the connection of theii
fields with the whole.
sion.
Thirteen University of Texas stuA special course in the Russian
dents were on the British ship language and literature has been
Athenia when it was torpedoed a t added to the Cornell University curthe opening of the European war. riculum.

w
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to Fields where People
Live,A\^rk & Achieve

To the Next Game

Go well-groomed in

Louisiana State University has
been placed on probation for six
months as regards federal student

BEEN TO THE BEACH? — YOUR CAR SHOULD BE

MALLORY

WASHED, POLISHED, SIMONIZED

This year's college and univer
sity enrollment in the U. S. is ex
pected to total approximately 1,400,000.

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Pari

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•

.oday there are about 1,000,000
cigar s t o r e s , d r u g s t o r e s , c o u n t r y a n d g r o c e r y s t o r e s w h e r e
you c a n b u y cigarettes in t h e U n i t e d States. T h e s e r e tailers, a n d t h e j o b b e r s w h o s e r v e t h e m , h a v e built u p
a service of courtesy and convenience unmatched by any other
industry c a t e r i n g to t h e A m e r i c a n p u b l i c ' s p l e a s u r e .

GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

THERE ARE ANOTHER MILLION

SE4LTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

I T

CAMPUS AGENTS

THE POLO: A hat that s
perfectly turned to add dash
and style to your sports
ensemble. Its new type fine
fur felt is s u e d e - s o f t . I t
f e a t u r e s a slim self-band
and new jewel-tone buckle.

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman

take "TIME OUT"

To possess is to gratify and the
books we own, are ever a source
of gratification.

Campus Bookshop

R.C. BARER

to buy a pair of
ROLLINS
Something New . . . .

SOX!

"BLUB AND GOLD"
To carry out the "don't let your right foot know what your left
foot is doing" idea, Dickson-Ives had these special Rollins SOX
made up in opposite color combinations, using the school colors.
The foot of one sox is Gold with a Blue cuff, while the other
foot is Blue with a Gold cuff. They're new and they're smart
. . . wear them on the Campus . . . and by all means get a pair
to wear to the Rollins vs. University of Havana game Friday
night. Street Floor.

Dickson-Ives

people who

a r e e n g a g e d d i r e c t l y o r i n d i r e c t l y in t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n of
cigarettes to every town, hamlet a n d crossroads.

Under The Moon
Moonlight Airplane Rides over
Rollins and vicinity in a modern
5 place Waco plane fitted like
de luxe Airliners.
$1.50 per person
FLYING INSTRUCTION

IS

E S T I M A T E D

that

there are

1,602,000

tobacco farmers raising tobacco in 20 out of the 48
states. Good tobacco is one of the hardest crops to
raise and bring to market, requiring great skill and
patience from seed-bed planting to harvesting and curing. The modern tobacco farmer has done well the job
of constantly improving the quality of his product.
T H E

A V E R A G E

L E N G T H

of s e r v i c e of t h e 13,230

p e o p l e w o r k i n g in t h e Chesterfield factories, s t o r a g e
h o u s e s , l e a f - h a n d l i n g a n d r e d r y i n g p l a n t s is o v e r 10
y e a r s . T h i s m e a n s t h a t e v e r y step i n t h e m a k i n g of
Chesterfields, r e g a r d l e s s of h o w small, is h a n d l e d b y p e o ple w h o h a v e h a d 10 y e a r s of e x p e r i e n c e a n d ability i n
knowing their jobs.
T R U L Y T O B A C C O O P E N S D O O R S t o fields w h e r e

p e o p l e live, w o r k a n d a c h i e v e , a n d Chesterfield t a k e s
p r i d e in its e v e r i n c r e a s i n g p a r t in this g r e a t i n d u s t r y t h a t
is d e v o t e d e n t i r e l y to t h e p l e a s u r e of t h e A m e r i c a n p u b l i c .
l o

S M O K E R S ,

Chesterfield

Cigarettes

have

always said, and now repeat, that in no other cigarette
made can you find the same degree ofreal mildness and
good taste, or the same high quality of properly cured
and aged tobaccos. Chesterfield Cigarettes are made
with one purpose only...to give smokers everywhere
the MILDER, BETTER-TASTING
SMOKING PLEASURE they want. You can't buy a better cigarette.

Alex. F . Knothe, pilot

Central Florida Flying Service, Inc.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK

ORLANDO MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

The Woman's Store

Ships available for charter and ambulance service
Copyright 1939, LICCBTTftMYERS TOBACCO C O .

CHESTERFIELD

